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talk you through it. All you need is a laptop computer with a camera in the monitor. Call us and we’ll tell you all about it.

For fans of the work of Alex Šepkus, we now have a full-fledged selling site on the internet: SepkusatStudioJewelers.com. It’s 
a great way to peruse the entire Šepkus catalogue and see images of the many one-of-a-kind pieces we have in the store. You 
can shop online and call us with questions and orders, or do it all on line with Paypal and sit back and wait for your special 
package to arrive. (Word to the wise: there’s currently a valuable pop-up offer on the site!)

If you are well and have no known exposure to Covid-19, mask up and come on in! The store is open by appointment, from 10 
to 5 on Weekdays and 10 to 4 on Saturday; so call us to set up a time. We schedule one client at a time, and the store is sanitized 
after every visitor. There are Plexiglas shields in the showroom, and an air purifier with HEPA filtration that cleans all the air in 
the showroom every 30 minutes, all day long. Curbside drop-off and pickup is also available, and we will happily ship both 
purchases and repairs. Thanks for helping keep our doors open.

Please take care, stay well, and enjoy this newsletter! 

Best Greetings, friends! 

Navigating the Pandemic these past eight months has been more of a challenge than I was looking for in 
my 40th year in business, but here we still are, thanks to loyal clients like you, and to my wonderful staff, 
and to a PPP loan that covered the payroll during the months we were closed and sheltering at home. 
 
We’re old hands at doing business remotely because we have clients all over the country, and lately 
we’ve ramped up the options: in addition to email, Facetime, and smart phone texting, we now have a 
dedicated “Zoom Room” for remote shopping. If you’ve never “zoomed,” it’s easy and fun and we can

News of the Studio Artists

The book jacket says it best: “Eleanor Moty...is a seminal figure in the field of contemporary 
international studio jewelry. In a career that has spanned more than 50 years, she has been both 
a dedicated practitioner and a devoted teacher who has inspired succeeding generations of 
artists, collectors, and fellow professionals. While her works have been published in prominent 
books, catalogs, and journals internationally, this monograph is the first comprehensive 
in-depth examination of her career from its inception in 1967 through the present day.” 
Quiet Elegance: The Jewelry of Eleanor Moty can be ordered through Amazon for January delivery. 
Warmest congratulations, Eleanor!

Now available: Quiet Elegance: The Jewelry of Eleanor Moty
By Helen W. Drutt English, Matthew Drutt, and Bruce Pepich 

Eleanor Moty

Crafting a Legacy:
40 Years of Collecting and Exhibiting at the Metal Museum
February 3 - May 9, 2019 at the Metal Museum, Memphis, TN
 
Mastery in Jewelry and Metals: Irresistible Offerings
May 23 - June 23, 2019 at Gallery 2052, Chicago, IL 

Recent Exhibitions:

Eleanor Moty: Coded Brooch  (2019)



News of the Studio Artists, continued

Paula Crevoshay’s “Garden of Delight Mystery Box”
Judged Best Objet d’art in 2020 Spectrum Competition

BEST IN SHOW

“Best in Show” 2020: Tom Dailing’s Winning Ways

“Thomas Dailing’s Best of Show piece ‘Aberration’ is the culmination 
of decades of hard work, creative thinking, and experimenting with new 
techniques and processes that have never been done before. Thomas 
has won so many design awards it is hard to keep track of them all, and 
he has also been featured in periodicals, articles, books and 
exhibitions. His goal to discover, create and introduce as many new 
elements to a piece of jewelry is an art in itself. ‘Aberration’ is a 
breathtaking testament to his metalsmithing and creative skills.” 

Innovation is Tom Dailing’s middle name–or should be. As a designer, he is 
constantly taking things to the next level, and “Aberration,” the kinetic 
reflecting pendant that was recently awarded top honors in the prestigious 
Saul Bell competition, is unlike any piece of jewelry heretofore created.
Here’s what the Saul Bell judges have to say: 

It’s an Objet with two marvelous surprises: an exquisite sapphire and 
diamond columbine finial that can be removed and worn as a brooch, 
and a pair of jewel-encrusted hummingbirds that arise when the lid is 
raised. The box itself is a masterpiece of decorative inlays of Lapis 
Lazuli, Opal, Sugilite, Malachite, Turquoise and more. There is no 
mystery about why it took first prize! 

Paula Crevoshay’s 18K yellow gold “Brown-Eyed 
Susan” pendant features a 5.30 ct. orange Montana 
Sapphire surrounded by orange and yellow Sapphires 
and black and cognac Diamonds.

Winner: 2020 WJA Gem Diva 
Award, Classical Division

Winner: 2020 WJA Gem Diva 
Award, Evening Wear Division

Paula Crevoshay’s 18K yellow gold “Moon Dance” 
bracelet featuring rainbow, blue flash, silver flash, 
and catseye Moonstones accented with Sapphires



Labradorite

Moonstone

Sunstone 

The white or blue sheen on a moonstone is called Adularescence. This 
phenomenon results from microscopic inclusions of albite, another 
member of the feldspar family. The most valuable moonstones are free of 
eye-visible inclusions and have pronounced Adularescence, like the 
fabulous blue moonstone in the Alex Šepkus ring at left.

The color play in Labradorite is a “schiller” effect (from the 
German word for iridescence) that is sometimes referred to as 
Labradorescence. This phenomenon occurs when light enters the 
stone and is reflected back by overlapping microscopic crystals in 
the structure of the stone. These so-called “twinning” surfaces can 
reflect different colors, so rolling flashes of shimmery green, blue, 
gold and yellow are all possible, sometimes all in the same stone. 
The Labradorite in Whitney Robinson’s bead pendant (upper left) 
exhibits a dramatic rolling silvery teal blue.

The sparkly visual in Sunstone is 
called Aventurescence. The rolling 
sheen of golden red spangles seen in 
the finest material–as exemplified by 
the eye-popping Sunstone in the Paula 
Crevoshay ring at left–is caused by 
inclusions of hematite or goethite. 

Feldspars are a very large group of 
minerals: they comprise more than half the 
earth’s crust! An important industrial 
mineral, feldspar is used as a fluxing agent 
in ceramics and glass manufacture and as a 
filler in paint, plastic, rubber and adhesives. 

Fun Feldspar Facts

The magic of gemstones is exemplified by these three phenomenal 
favorites. At 6 - 6.5 on the Mohs Hardness Scale, with a little care 
they’re quite wearable, even in rings. And did you know that each one 
has its own special word to describe its particular light show? 

Gems that make light dance–and the words used to describe them
Labradorite, Sunstone, and Moonstone: The Phenomenal Feldspars



Cynthia Seay’s graphic design background and keen artistic eye 
informs everything she undertakes at Studio Jewelers. The sign 
promoting our “Wish File” program (see below) is an example of 
her beautiful work. In addition to helping customers shop safely, 
she keeps our websites both Up and up-to-date. And thanks to 
C.C., you will soon be able to shop and order anything in the Alex 
Šepkus catalogue directly from our SepkusatStudioJewelers.com 
on-line selling site!

Recovering database administrator and life-long rock hound 
Carrie Roesch trained as a silversmith to create settings for 
favorite stones in her collection, like the magnificent agates in the 
pendants pictured at right. Now Carrie is following her bliss at 
Studio Jewelers and hopes to have a line of one-of-a-kind silver 
jewelry ready in early 2021. She would love to help you find the 
perfect jewelry piece for yourself or for someone you love.

Introductions Meet the faces behind the 

The Wish File 
Making holiday shopping foolproof for more than 20 years

The Wish File has always been a great 

way to help the holiday gift-giver be 

confident and successful. This year it 

has the added benefit of helping 

streamline virtual shopping. 

Give us a call and we’ll help you start a 

wish file or review what’s on your 

current wish list. When that special 

someone calls us, we’ll know just what 

to tell them! Gift wrapping, curbside 

pickup and shipping are all available.

Carrie Roesch

“C. C.”

Shop cats Toby and Ilse



                                           masks at Studio Jewelers

Kara Edelstein

     Most of you know the multi-talented Kara Edelstein, who has been 
bead designing and restringing at Studio Jewelers since 2015. 
Recently both Kara and Whitney have been learning enameling 
techniques from our enamel guru Ari Gochberg.
     “Enameling is one more way to express my love of color,” she 
explains. “Like beading, it involves patience, precision and mastery of 
technique, so it’s right up my alley. And there so many ways to use it 

in jewelry!” Kara has created a collection of pendants and earrings with detailed motifs of animals, including the 
small memento to her beloved border collie, Cricket, pictured above right. (She would be delighted to create 
portraits in enamel for your pets as well.) We are happy to report that there is a new dog in Kara’s life: Maxwell, a 
young Greyhound, recently retired from the racetrack.

     With its national reputation, Studio Jewelers was no stranger 
to serving clients remotely when the pandemic made it the new 
normal. We’ve recently upped our game with a really good 
mini cam and lighting system for Zoom consultations. So if 
you don’t live in Madison, or you need to isolate, call Kara for 
an appointment in our “Zoom Room.” If the technology is new 
to you, she’ll help you with the few simple steps it takes to 
make the connection. And if you prefer Facetime on your smart 
phone, we can do that, too.

Zoom!

An Eye for Color
     Kara’s meticulous, painterly approach to bead design has resulted in some 
breathtaking ombré neckpieces. She spent many hours color-sorting hundreds of 
opal beads to create the color gradations in this necklace with Alex Šepkus 18K
gold “Faces” beads.
She also enjoys 
creating texture,
using different
sizes of beads
and sprinkling in
larger beads as focal
points. With our enormous
inventory of genuine stone beads to draw on, she stands 
ready to update and enhance a necklace you may already
have that has fallen out of fashion and out of favor. Let Kara
restyle and restring it for you, and give it a new lease on life! 

Above: Kara and her new Greyhound, Maxwell 
Below: Kara conducts a recent Zoom session 
with an Alex Šepkus collector from California



Chris Keenan
The textures of a rich heritage, rendered by a master’s hand

“Buckskin Ring” with appliqué and beadwork motifs by Chris Keenan; 
Northern Shoshone women’s buckskin moccasins and leggings, C. 1910. 

The transformation of a metal surface into the buttery-soft look of buckskin 
appliqué and bead work is a particular kind of alchemy–one that requires both a 
skilled and sympathetic eye and immense patience. Designer Chris Keenan’s 
Indigenous series, an exploration of the essence of Woodland physical culture, is 
filled with subtle textural miracles like those on “Buckskin Ring,” pictured below.
Each stitch and seam is
rendered dimensionally;
a mélange of colored
gemstones arranged on 
the sides of the ring are
completely convincing
as decorative glass beads. 

The magic is largely achieved in the carving of the wax model from 
which the ring is then cast. Keenan starts with a roughed-out ring of 
hard green carving wax, then slowly and painstakingly shapes it  
and works the surface with a series of hand tools, many of his own 
invention.“The Buckskin ring in the
picture took fifty hours to carve,” 
he recalls. At right is the wax of
the next ring in this series, with a
border of stitching and the buckskin
texture on the outside fully rendered. 

Reeds and Birch bark

The Indigenous series also features spot-on
renderings of woven reeds and seamed and
sewn Birch bark. At right is pictured Keenan’s
sterling silver Birch bark cuff bracelet and
a set of gold bands in a braided reed motif. 

“My grandmother was a Ho-Chunk basket weaver, 
and my Grandfather made the handles for her baskets,”
he recalls. “I have childhood memories of seeing the handles
hanging to dry, tied to the proper span.” Keenan works expertly in
many different design genres, but the Indigenous series is perhaps dearest to his heart.
“My Ho-Chunk heritage is the formative influence in my deep self,” he says.

Left: 14K gold “Prayer Bundle” pendant 
with buckskin surface, turquoise bead and 
hidden compartment. Right: 14K gold oak 
leaves ring set with a sapphire cabochon 
and two diamonds; 14K gold oak motif 

ring with garnet; sterling silver Barred Owl 
feather pendant. 



Custom Work by Chris Keenan
Chris Keenan’s artful eye, technical expertise, and tremendous empathy are all in play in the beautifully crafted custom pieces 
he creates. Here are some examples of the wide range of design styles and techniques he employs to make dreams come true. 
To arrange an appointment to speak with Chris about commissioning a meaningful piece for yourself, call us at (608) 257-2627. 

Left: 18K blue zircon and diamond top and 
drop earrings with post clips, decorated in the 
style of ancient Babylonian gold granulation

These earrings recently won first place in 
their category in the 2020 Midwest Jewelers 
Association design competition, and will 
advance to the national competition. 

Right: 14K white and yellow gold green 
sapphire ring with blue sapphire and diamond 
accents, with a hand engraved and inlaid 
Persian peacock feather motif 

Left: Convertible hinged 18K cuff bracelet 
for a pair of Art Deco period platinum and 
diamond shoe clips, designed so the clips can 
be removed

Turn Heads with Whitney Robinson’s new “Turning Leaf”
It’s unmistakably a Whitney Robinson design: a reversible leaf form that’s a perfectly 
balanced soft parallelogram, with designed-in versatility. Wear it in a variety of flattering ways: 
vertical or horizontal; threaded on a silver chain as a pendant; on silk cording as a choker or as 
a multi-wrap bracelet (as Whitney is modeling). Or stack multiples end-to-end to represent the 
leaves on your family tree! One Turning Leaf in sterling silver on a 16” or 18” silver chain is 
about $325. Turning Leaf can also be ordered in yellow, rose, or white gold. 

Whitney has joined Kara in learning how to work with fired enamel in 
jewelry applications. Below left: applying a layer of enamel to the metal 
piece before firing; our new enameling kiln, Hotsy Totsy. The cats have 
learned not to jump on top of Hotsy Totsy!

Right: The Robinson family, unmasked. 
Sons Aidan and Isaac keep Eric and 
Whitney plenty busy, but Whitney would 
love to talk with you about a custom 
commission; give us a call to set up a 
consult. There is also a showcase full of 
her work at Studio Jewelers for you to 
peruse, either virtually or in person. 

Whitney Robinson
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In this Newsletter:
• 2020: Weathering the Storms
• Designer profile: Chris Keenan’s deep roots 
• News of the award-winning Studio Jewelers Artists
• Introductions: talents abound at Studio Jewelers 
• Gemology: The Phenomenal Feldspars

What’s the Story?

    “I made almost only brooches prior to my arrival in the U.S. [in 1998]. All one-of-a-kind,” he explained.“I would have made 
more here, but they kind of went out of fashion.” 
    The first brooch is a perfectly proportioned navette shape, slightly domed, containing a textured field with a scattering of flush-set 
diamonds and a dynamic, intricately engraved area above. The textured field, we learned, represents the surface of a planet, and the 
ornamented arc above it is the sky. (“P-1,” as it is officially designated, is a favorite piece in Hanna’s personal Šepkus collection.) The 
second brooch, “P-2,” is literally poetic. An undulating banner with sapphire cabochons at the corners, it contains four lines of text by 
the 8th Century Chinese poet Wang Wei: Where does it lie/Shrine of the stored incense/How many miles/Into cloudy peaks? 
This magnificent brooch is not currently in the catalogue, but is still available by special order. 

The brooches of Alex Šepkus: 
P1 (above) and P2 (at left). Both 
have hinged double tines so they 
stay put without rocking.

Alex Šepkus has designed just two brooches in the last 30 years, both dating from the 1990s, and we asked him why.
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